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Inclusive education?

¤Who does it include/ who is it for?
¤What is it?
¤Where/when does it already happen?
¤Why is it important?



Bridging 
what we believe

with what how we live

Phiilosophy Practice



Who is inclusion for? 
Who does it include?

In philosophy?
In practice?



What is Inclusion?

INTEGRATION
SEGREGATION

EXCLUSION
INCLUSION



What is Inclusion?

A

B

C

D
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The Rationale



What are your colour(s)?

Do we value all colours equally?



The question is changing…

¤Why aren’t you green?

To

¤What is your colour?



Inclusion is…
¤ Not forcing separation by group

¤ Not forcing separation by individual

¤ More than physical integration

¤ Voluntary

¤ Teaching to diversity – Not just valuing green

¤ All of us



Inclusion is…



Talk to your neighbour…

¤ A connection

¤ A question

¤ A thought



How do we move from…

Containers of integration

Communities of Inclusion

We MUST consider place!



Where can inclusion happen?

¤Where are the 
places that ALL 
students go in 
a school or 
community?



Where can inclusion happen?



Step 1- Integration: 
Finding opportunities for inclusion to 
happen

¤ Classrooms for Content
¤ Social studies, math, science etc.

¤ Classrooms for Electives
¤ Phys Ed, Music, Home Ec., Art etc.

¤ Activities/spaces inside the school
¤ Hallways, cafeteria, lunch room, assemblies etc.

¤ Activities/ spaces outside the school
¤ Recess, field trips, extra curricular activities, sports 

teams etc.





Step 2: Inclusion: Making places purposeful

¤ Personal purpose
¤ Goals to help students be included in the physical community

¤ Social purpose
¤ Goals to help students be included in the social-emotional 

community

¤ Intellectual purpose
¤ Goals to help students be included in the learning community



Where can inclusion happen?

¤ The Physical Community
¤ Where are you?! What is the place?

¤ Knowing how to exist in that place
¤ Knowing the expected behaviour
¤ Being able to self regulate behaviour
¤ Referencing other to see the behaviour if needed



The Physical Spaces
Positive Behaviour 
Supports!

What are our personal 
responsibilities to be 
successful in different 
spaces in the school?

Personal..
• Awareness
• Responsibility
• Regulation
• Behaviour



The Physical Space – The Hallway



The Physical Space – My work space



Where can inclusion happen?

¤ The Social-Emotional Community
¤ Where are you?! What is the place?

¤ Knowing how to exist in that place with other people
¤ Knowing how to communicate and interact
¤ Supporting safe and caring spaces
¤ Being respectful to others





Where can inclusion happen?

¤ The Learning Community
¤ Where are you?! What is the place?

¤ Knowing how to exist in that place with other people 
AND LEARN
¤ What is the task/instructions?
¤ What is the topic/content?
¤ What do I already know about this?
¤ What is the big idea of the activity/lesson?





Think about Purposes

¤ Behaviour
¤ Goals to help students be included in the physical community

¤ Communication & Interaction
¤ Goals to help students be included in the social-emotional 

community

¤ Curricular
¤ Goals to help students be included in the learning community



Old paradigm: “fix” the bubbles and apply 
skills to a place

Personal
SocialIntellectual

Place



Purposes IN a Place

Personal

SocialIntellectual

Place



New paradigm: Balance the bubbles in the 
place of application

Personal

social

intellectual



Making places purposeful

¤ What “bubble” needs to be targeted?
¤ Is it too big or too small or missing?

¤ Zoom in!
¤ Where are you?! (the place)
¤ What do you WANT them to do? (the vision)
¤ Do they know what you want them to do? (the 

purpose)
¤ Do they have the skills to do it? (the teaching)
¤ Were they a part of creating the vision? (the buy-

in)



Share with your neighbour…

¤ What are you thinking?

¤ What are you questions?

¤ What connections do you have?



ì How does your school measure up?

PURPOSES
Personal Social Intellectual

PL
A

C
ES

In elective 
classrooms

In content 
classrooms

In the school

Outside of 
the school

INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY PLANNING MATRIX



ì How does your school measure up?

PURPOSES
Personal Social Intellectual

PL
A

C
ES

In elective 
classrooms

In content 
classrooms

Regulating 
behaviour

Turn taking
Imitating

Literacy –
concepts of 
print

In the school

Extra 
curricular 
activities

WHERE CAN INCLUSION HAPPEN??

Awareness, 
Responsibility & 
Behaviour goals

Communication 
& Interaction

Thinking & 
Curriculum



Share with your neighbour…

¤ What are you thinking?

¤ What are you questions?

¤ What connections do you have?



ì How does your school measure up?

PURPOSES
Personal Social Intellectual

PL
A

C
ES

In elective 
classrooms

In content 
classrooms

In the school

Extra 
curricular 
activities

WHERE TO START?!

Awareness, 
Responsibility & 
Behaviour goals

Communication 
& Interaction

Thinking & 
Curriculum



Share with your neighbour….

¤ What is your something?

¤ Where could you start?

¤ Who could support you?



When can inclusion happen?

¤ There is a myth that 
inclusion means that all 
students receive all 
their support services in 
the general classroom 
regardless of 
behavioural 
challenges, learning 
needs and inclusive 
experiences.



When can inclusion happen?

Communities of 
CHOICE

Communities of 
IDENTITY



When can inclusion happen?

Inclusion DOES NOT mean 

100% of the time

Inclusion DOES mean 

we are striving towards it 100% of the time





When inclusion can happen,
is a balance

Immediate 
support

Preventative
support

Universal
support



When inclusion can happen,
is a balance

Immediate 
support

Safety, therapeutic need, 
crisis management, 
meeting a specific need, 
no choice (supports in one place)



When inclusion can happen,
is a balance

Preventative
support

Doing better, building skills in the 
community, preventing crisis, 
educating other, choice 
(supports in more than one 
place)



When inclusion can happen,
is a balance

Universal Support: Remove the Barrier

Design Better! 
Supports in ALL places for ALL people



When can inclusion happen?

Inclusion is a never 
ending process of 
finding better ways to 
respond to diversity.

Inclusion is a journey, not a destination.



Why is inclusion important?





Talk to your neighbour…

¤ A connection

¤ A question

¤ A thought



Inclusive education?

¤Who does it include/ who is it for?
¤What is it?
¤Where/when does it already happen?
¤Why is it important?
¤How?!
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The Rationale



This used to be true!

¤The “green” kids





The evolution of skills…



The evolution of skills…





The End of Average!



How do we make an 
adjustable curriculum?

¤Build  a curriculum plan that fits 
the kids vs. kids fitting the 
curriculum

¤We need to find the RANGE!



How do we teach to the range?

1. Know your students

2. Teach to strengths

3. Start from access and build on challenge

4. Extend for those who need even more access or even 
more challenge

5. Support them!



1. Know your students

¤ “Knowing your learners, is 
foundational to designing 
curriculum,” (Childre, 2009)
¤ Not prescriptive
¤ Not one size fits all
¤ Planning for our class needs to 

represent their unique ecology 



Class Review
Learning in Safe Schools

Teacher:
Class:

Classroom Strengths Classroom Stretches

Individual Concerns

Class Review Recording Form

(Brownlie & King, 2000)

Goals Decisions

Medical Language Learning Socio-Emotional Other



CLASS PROFILE 

Interests: -socializing, sports, performing arts (dance and drama), facebook, reading

Classroom Strengths
-attentive
-good listeners
-ask for help
-like real-life examples/applications
-visual, hands-on learners
-good with text features
-positive towards each other

Classroom Stretches
-generating their own strategies
-determining importance
-discussion
-self-monitoring
-accessing prior knowledge

Individual Concerns

Goals
-Making connections
-Determining Importance
-Applying their learning across the curriculum
-Help students develop planning and self-monitoring strategies
-Be able to write a persuasive piece using research skills

Decisions
-Before, during, after lesson structure
-Targeted, extended strategy instruction
-Multimodal representation opportunities 
(differentiation)
-Planning activities, metacognitive steps in lessons

Medical
Nate: (ADHD)- difficulty 
with staying focused

Language
Peter - ESL 2
Cory , Doug & Allie  ESL 3
- 6 other students  ESL 4 and 
5.

Learning
Nate, Jason, Lars- frontload, 
key ideas, adapt outcomes, 
reduce workload, 
Nate: Alphasmart

Socio-Emotional
Nate:  tunes out, seeks 
attention, few friends

Challenge
Izzy, Keisha,
Brittney, Glen



Response to Intervention (RTI)







Changing our support models

Resource SLP ELL

literacy Numeracy

First 
Nations

behaviourSocial –  
emotional

Resource

SLP

literacy

First Nations

ELL

Numeracy



RESPONSE TO 
INTERVENTION 
(RTI)

STUDENTS

S, MOORE ADAPTATIONS & MODIF ICATIONS- SDL 2012



Lens: Grade 9 – Social Studies
Teacher: Bryce Miller

Regular Outcomes

Tyler, Montana, Karissa, Courtney, 
Jennifer, Mona, Kaaljeet, Summer,

Amit, Zafar, Turner, Karm, Colin,
Sarah, Ryan, Brian, Cynthia

Philip, Shaun
Tudor, Alexa, 

Paris, Talha

Rahul
Niccole

Modified Schmodifed. Shelley Moore, 2012

EA: Sharon Hovbrender
Resource Teacher: Shelley Moore
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Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

RTI Triangle
Lens: Literacy 1/2

Co-planning for All Shelley 
Moore 2013

Rocky
Keelor

Keisha

Jordyn
Jamie
Johnny 

Sarah
Michael
Raven
Colten

Rae Josh H. Adam K.

Kaitlyn Blake Jared Josh N. Nick C.

Reece
Joel Kyle

Isaiah



Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

RTI Triangle
Lens: PE 10

Co-planning for All Shelley 
Moore 2013

-Annie
- Kaen
- Laural

- Danielle     - Kory - Anna
- - Ryan S. - Brian B.     - Josh 
- Riley - Kyle - Tomas

- - Kristen - Sara
- Donny - Denby - Sheldon -

Keaston
- Lauryn - Emily - Kayden - Sem
- Lucas



What about smaller class sizes

¤ RTI can be used for any group size

¤ Even when working with a smaller group of students there 
will be students who need more or less support.

¤ Every setting can be differentiated, and a multi tiered 
approach can be used for example ,in resource room 
settings, guided reading groups, or life skill classes and  as 
well



Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

RTI Triangle: Resource 4-6
Lens: Literacy

Co-planning for All Shelley 
Moore 2013

Brian

- Daniel     - Kris

- Roxanne -Ashley

- Jonathan - Sal



Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

RTI Triangle
Lens:



How do we teach to the range?

1. Know your students

2. Teach to strengths

3. Start from access and build on challenge

4. Extend for those who need even more access or even 
more challenge

5. Support them!



2. Strength based vs. Deficit based

¤ Where should you be, why aren’t you here?

¤ Where are you now, what is your next step?



Self Report





How do we teach to the range?

1. Know your students

2. Teach to strengths

3. Start from access and build on challenge

4. Extend for those who need even more access or even 
more challenge

5. Support them!



3. Start from access, build on 
challenge: Planning Pyramid

Even more 
goals

More goals

Goals



Even more 
goals

More goals

Goals



Do this….



1 of 3 things happen

¤ Did you try your best

¤ Did try your best and give up

¤ Did you not try at all



Let’s try again…



Belly Dancing!!!



Segregated Education

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced



Integrated Education

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced



Inclusive Education

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced



You CAN be a belly 
dancer!!!

Travelling 
Twist

Walking 
shimmy

Shimmy



Start: Shimmy



Now try: Walking Shimmy



Now do: Travelling Twist



1 of 3 things happen

¤ You try your best

¤ You try your best and give up

¤ You don’t try at all



Talk to your neighbour!
¤ What are you thinking?

¤ What questions do you have?

¤ What does this connect to?



How do we teach to the range?

1. Know your students

2. Teach to strengths

3. Start from access and build on challenge

4. Extend for those who need even more access or even 
more challenge

5. Support them!



Even more 
goals

More goals

Goals

Access

Challenge

4. Planning for the RANGE: Extending for further access and challenge



Combining Frameworks

RTI Planning 
Pyramid

WHO am I 
teaching?

WHAT am I 
teaching?



Combining Frameworks

Class 
Profile/ RTI

WHO am I 
teaching?

WHAT am I 
teaching?

Planning 
Pyramid



How do we teach to the range?

1. Know your students

2. Teach to strengths

3. Start from access and build on challenge

4. Extend for those who need even more access or even 
more challenge

5. Support them!



5. SUPPORT THEM!



Changing our support models

Resource SLP ELL

literacy Numeracy

First 
Nations

behaviourSocial –  
emotional

Resource

SLP

literacy

First Nations

ELL

Numeracy



Input 
Adapting the way instruction is 
delivered to the learner 

Example: Use different visual 
aids, concrete examples, hands 
on activities, cooperative 
groupings

Difficulty 
Adapt the skill level, problem 
type or rules of how the learner 
may approach the work 
Example: Allow a calculator, 
simply directions

Degree of participation 
Adapt the extent to which a 
learner is actively involved in the 
task 
Example: In PE, student is I 
charge of scoring, while others 
play game

Output 
Adapt how the learner responds 
to instruction 
Example: allow verbal vs. written 
response, allow students to 
choose method of expression

Level of Support 
Increase the amount of help the 
learner receives 

Example: Assign peer buddies, 
peer tutors, or educational 
assistants

Alternate goals 
Adapt the goal or outcomes 
while using the same materials 
Example: In social studies, 
expect a student to find 
provinces on a map while other 
find provinces and capitals

Time 
Adapt the time allowed for 
learning or task completion 
Example: extend time if needed

Size 
Adapt the number of items that 
the learner is expected to learn 
or complete 
Example: reduce the number of 
math questions around a 
concept

Parallel  curriculum 
Provide the different instruction 
and materials to meet individual 
goals 
e.g. a task that is similar to class 
– meet the same goals, but is 
individualized

http://www.spannj.org/pti/Curriculum_Modifications_and_Adaptations.pdf



Universal Design for Learning 
TEACHING & LEARNING SUPPORTS

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Even More 
Supports/ 
Strategies 

More 
Supports/ 
Strategies 

Supports/ 
Strategies 

(UDL)

Co-planning for All            Shelley Moore 
2013



Frameworks to Support Diversity

RTI

WHO am I 
teaching?

WHAT am I 
teaching?

UDL

HOW can I 
support them?

Planning 
Pyramid



Universal Design

- Started in architecture 

- Stairs are not accessible to 
many people 

- Designing buildings to be 
accessible BEFORE they are 
built 

- Other people use the new 
accessibility features other than 
people in wheelchairs 

- E.g. strollers, bikes, 
skateboards, shopping carts 
etc.

Adapted from L. Schnellert



Access & Choice  
UDL

What supports 
are available for 
students to 
choose from 
that highlight 
their strengths? 
(the stairs or the 
ramp)

What supports 
are necessary to 
create access ? 
(the ramp) 





Adaptations and Modifications 
vs. 

Inclusive Supports 
¤ Supports are designed for specific students

¤ ALL students can access supports regardless of ability in the 
teaching and learning phase



Designing 
Supports??????

No Supports

Adaptations

Modifications

Co-planning for All Shelley Moore 2013



Designing 
Supports????? 

Supports for ALL
(UDL)

MORE Supports

EVEN MORE Supports 

Co-planning for All Shelley 
Moore 2013



DE-CRIMINALIZING SUPPORTS

Shelley Moore
@tweetsomemoore

blogsomemoore.com























































What is a support?

¤When creating support, ask yourself, “what 
do students need to help them in engage in 
an activity in the future, when we are not 
there to guide them?”

¤ Butler, Schnellert & Perry



What is a support?

¤When creating support, ask yourself, “what 
do students need to help them in engage in 
an activity in the future, when we are not 
there to guide them?”

¤ Butler, Schnellert & Perry



Example: Grade 6/7 class

¤ Inclusive Learning Communities Project

¤ Classroom Teacher/ Resource Teacher/ Facilitator

¤ Inquiry question: How can we plan with the Core 
Competencies in BC Redesigned Curriculum, to respond 
to the diversity of our students



Social
Communication

Social Responsibility

Intellectual

Creative thinking

Critical thinking

Personal
Personal Awareness 

& Responsibility

Personal Identity & Culture

The Physical Place

Example: Grade 6/7 Class



Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

RTI Triangle
Lens: Personal 
Awareness &
Responsibility

Kenny

Kendra Alyssa
Eric Cathy X.   

Cathy Z
Joanna

Monica

AlexandriaAiden Sara
Jennilyn Breanna Kim Kayla Kelly    

Nadia Aida Sam Maria Megan Jackson
Siteah

Max Michael
Rachel Annabel JohnathanEthan

Students who 
need the most 
support

Students 
who 
need the 
most 
challeng
e





Making the plan! 
Backwards Design

¤ Essential Question: What does it mean to be personally aware and 
responsible and how can this help me in my life inside and outside of 
school?

¤ Key concepts: Self determination/ Self Regulation

¤ Key Vocabulary: goal, celebrate, effort, accomplishment, persevere, 
advocate, plan, initiative

¤ Performance tasks
¤ 1. create a 3D model that represents your understanding of being personally 

aware & responsible 
¤ Choose to work individually or with a partner, choose level of challenge

¤ 2. Describe how being personally aware & responsible connects to and can help 
you in your own life
¤ Choose from writing a letter, drawing a comic, having a meeting; choose 

level of challenge



Setting the Goals!



Planning Pyramid

Even more 
goals

More goals

Goals



Combining Frameworks

RTI Planning 
Pyramid

WHO am I 
teaching?

WHAT am I 
teaching?



Combining Frameworks

Class 
Profile/ RTI

WHO am I 
teaching?

WHAT am I 
teaching?

Planning 
Pyramid



Setting the Goals!



Goal for ALL
- I can celebrate my efforts and accomplishments
(self determination)
- I can persevere through challenging tasks 
(self regulation)

Start from access, build on challenge: 
Planning Pyramid

Goal for MOST
-I can advocate for my myself and my ideas (self 
determination)
I can implement a plan that I have made to meet 
a goal (self regulation)

Goal for FEW
- I can take initiative and make change in 

myself and the world (self determination)
- I can adjust a plan that I have made to 

meet a goal (self regulation)



Goal for ALL 
- I can celebrate my efforts and accomplishments
(self determination)
- I can persevere through challenging tasks 
(self regulation)

Extend access and/or challenge

Goal for MOST
-I can advocate for my myself and my ideas (self 
determination)
I can implement a plan that I have made to meet 
a goal (self regulation)

Access Goal
- I can accomplish a goal

that I set

Goal for FEW
- I can take initiative and make change in 

myself and the world (self determination)
- I can adjust a plan that I have made to 

meet a goal (self regulation)



The Lessons!



Example: Math 8

Unit: Shape & 
Space

Goal for ALL: 
2D/3D shapes, 
math 
vocabulary



Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Class Profile
Lens: Math 8
Shape & Space

Jodi

Kendra Alyssa
Eric Cathy X.   

Cathy Z
Joanna Monica

Alexandria
Aiden Sara

Jennilyn Breanna Kim Kayla Kelly    Nadia Aida
Sam Maria Megan JacksonSiteah

Cody Bob
Ruth Andrew Jake Esther



The lesson goal…

Access All Some Few

What are
shapes? (square,
rectangle, 
triangle, circle)

What is 2D/3D, 
prism, cube, 
rectangular 
prism, length, 
width, height, 
area, volume?

What is triangular
prism, face, 
surface area?

What is cylinder, 
base, net?

Start here

Add on complexity



The lesson – Start 



rectangle circle triangle square

cube rectangular 
prism

cylinder triangular prism

Sort the pictures/words



face surface area base net

width height area volume

2D 3D prism length



Draw it!

¤ The words you know

¤Show what the words means in 
Pictures

¤ The words you don’t know
¤ use text, internet, each other
¤ show what the words mean in pictures



The lesson goal…

Access All Some Few

What are
shapes? (square,
rectangle, 
triangle, circle)

What is 2D/3D, 
prism, cube, 
rectangular 
prism, length, 
width, height, 
area, volume?

What is triangular
prism, face, 
surface area?

What is cylinder, 
base, net?

Start here

Add on complexity



The lesson goal…

Access All Some Few

Start here

Add on complexity



The lesson goal…

Access All Some Few

Build a 3D prism

Draw a line with 
a ruler

Build a 3D prism 
with a volume of 
24 units3

Create a 
drawing of a 3D 
prism with a 
volume of 24 
units 3

Build a net for a 
prism with the 
volume of 24 
units 3

Determine the 
surface area for 
a 3D prism with 
the volume of 24 
units 3

Start here

Add on complexity



Start with one…



Keep in mind…

“It is not about finding 
the answer…It is about 
finding out what is 
useful.”

¤Bruce Beairsto



One thing..

¤What is one USEFUL thing from today?

¤What do you want to try?

¤What is your next steps?

¤Who can support you?
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